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INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiff Board of Education of Highland Local School District (Highland) brought 

this lawsuit to defend its policy regulating student access to overnight accommodations, 

locker rooms, and restrooms based on sex—a policy that affirms the dignity, privacy, and 

safety of all its students. Highland was forced to take action after Defendants lawlessly 

announced and began enforcing an agency rule against Highland, and in so doing, began 

threatening vital federal resources that Highland uses to educate children and provide free 

and reduced-cost lunches to underprivileged students. This case thus focuses on Highland’s 

policy and the rights of all its students. And as both Highland and Defendants acknowledged 

at a prior scheduling conference with the Court, Highland’s complaint raises pure questions 

of law that revolve around Defendants’ efforts to rewrite Title IX of the Education 

Amendments of 1972. 

Student Doe’s guardians now ask that Doe—a Highland student who seeks to access 

intimate facilities inconsistent with Doe’s sex—be allowed to intervene as a Third-Party 

Plaintiff. But their request is unavailing. Notably, Doe concedes that Doe’s Title IX interests 

are adequately represented by the existing government Defendants, and Doe does not and 

cannot argue that Doe’s constitutional interests will be impaired if Doe does not participate 

in this case. Therefore, Doe cannot satisfy the requirements of intervention as of right.  

Nor should this Court exercise its discretion to allow permissive intervention. 

Allowing Doe to intervene as a Third-Party Plaintiff will drastically change the nature of this 

case and strip Highland of its right to litigate the case that it filed. Doe’s intervention will 

transform litigation over a straightforward question of law into a “he said, she said” morass 
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of hotly contested facts that are ultimately immaterial to deciding whether the term “sex” in 

Title IX includes “gender identity.”  

Because Doe cannot meet the requirements for intervention as of right and Doe’s 

addition as a Third-Party Plaintiff would needlessly complicate and delay the litigation, 

thereby prejudicing the original parties, this Court should deny Doe’s motion to intervene.    

ARGUMENT 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 24 requires courts to permit a proposed intervenor to 

intervene when that individual “claims an interest relating to the property or transaction that 

is the subject of the action, and is so situated that disposing of the action may as a practical 

matter impair or impede the movant’s ability to protect its interest, unless existing parties 

adequately represent that interest.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 24 (a)(2). It further states that courts “may 

permit” intervention when an individual “has a claim or defense that shares with the main 

action a common question of law or fact.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 24 (b)(1)(B). But in exercising this 

discretion, a court “must consider whether the intervention will unduly delay or prejudice 

the adjudication of the original parties’ rights.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 24 (b)(3). Here, Doe cannot 

establish the requirements for intervention as of right, and permissive intervention is 

inappropriate because Doe’s intervention would unduly delay the litigation and prejudice the 

original parties’ rights. 

I. Doe cannot establish the requirements for intervention as of right.  

As Doe’s motion explains, in order to intervene as of right, an applicant must 

establish all of the following four elements: “‘(1) timeliness of the application to intervene, 

(2) the applicant’s substantial legal interest in the case, (3) impairment of the applicant’s 
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ability to protect that interest in the absence of intervention, and (4) inadequate 

representation of that interest by parties already before the court.’” Doe’s Mem. in Support 

of Mot. to Intervene at 6 (ECF No. 15) (quoting Mich. State AFL-CIO v. Miller, 103 F.3d 

1240, 1245 (6th Cir. 1997)). “Each of these elements is mandatory.” Blount-Hill v. Zelman, 636 

F.3d 278, 283 (6th Cir. 2011). Thus, failing “to satisfy any one of the elements will defeat 

intervention” of right. Id.  

Moreover, when an applicant raises distinct interests in support of intervention, the 

court must analyze those interests separately, and the applicant must satisfy all four elements 

for at least one of the interests raised. See Meyer Goldberg, Inc. of Lorain v. Goldberg, 717 F.2d 

290, 292-94 (6th Cir. 1983) (considering two separate interests asserted by a proposed 

intervenor, and analyzing whether all four factors were met for each one before affirming 

denial of intervention). Doe proposes to raise two sets of claims—Title IX claims and 

constitutional claims—if allowed to intervene in this case. Because Doe cannot satisfy all of 

the intervention factors for any of those claims, the Court should deny Doe’s request for 

intervention as of right. 

A. Doe’s constitutional claims will not be impaired without intervention 
in this case. 

Doe’s asserted interests in this case rest in part on constitutional claims. See Doe’s 

Mem. in Support of Mot. to Intervene at 8 (discussing Doe’s constitutional claims in the 

context of adequacy of representation); see also Doe’s Intervention Mot. Ex. 1 at 23-25, ¶¶ 

78-90 (ECF No.15-1); id. at 26-27, ¶¶ 101-108. But those constitutional interests cannot 

satisfy the second and third elements for intervention as of right.  
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“[Intervention] is concerned with protecting an interest which can only be protected  

. . . in the current proceeding.” Hatton v. Cty. Bd. of Educ. of Maury Cty., Tenn., 422 F.2d 457, 

461 (6th Cir. 1970). As stated previously, Doe must show that Doe has a “substantial legal 

interest in the case” and that Doe’s “ability to protect that interest” will be impaired without 

intervention. Mich. State AFL-CIO, 103 F.3d at 1245 (emphasis added).  

The only “substantial legal interest in this case” that Doe asserts in support of 

intervention is a desire to use intimate “school facilities alongside . . . girls” based on “Title 

IX’s prohibition against sex discrimination.” Doe’s Mem. in Support of Mot. to Intervene at 

7-8. By discussing only Title IX interests to establish this element, Doe implicitly 

acknowledges that Doe’s constitutional claims do not provide Doe with a substantial legal 

interest in Highland’s suit against the federal government.  

Indeed, Doe’s right to raise constitutional claims—many of which are asserted against 

parties not currently in this suit—is not affected by any outcome of the existing litigation. 

The current litigation involves whether Defendants’ actions—in announcing their new 

agency rule and enforcing it against Highland—violate the Administrative Procedure Act, 

the Spending Clause of the U.S. Constitution, principles of federalism and separation of 

powers, and the Regulatory Flexibility Act. See V. Compl. at 28-45, ¶¶ 132-247 (ECF No. 1) 

(Claims 1-5). It focuses on whether Highland’s policy regulating student access to overnight 

accommodations, locker rooms, and restrooms based on sex—a policy that affirms the 

dignity, privacy, and safety of all its students—is consistent with the statutory construction 

of Title IX and its implementing regulations.  
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None of these claims or issues touches on whether Doe has an Equal Protection 

right under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution that requires Highland to 

permit Doe to access intimate facilities based on professed gender identity. See Doe’s 

Intervention Mot. Ex. 1 at 23-25, ¶¶ 78-90. The outcome of Highland’s case will not in any 

way impair Doe’s ability to bring these claims in a separate suit should Doe choose to do so. 

Similarly, Doe’s claim alleging a violation of Doe’s right to privacy under the U.S. 

Constitution is not related in any way to the claims at issue in this lawsuit. See id. at 26-27, ¶¶ 

101-08. Thus, disposition of this lawsuit without the proposed intervenor will not impair or 

impede Doe’s ability to protect the constitutional rights that Doe asserts. Because Doe’s 

constitutional claims concern matters wholly unrelated to the current case, they are not 

“direct, significant legally protectable interest[s]” that will be impaired if intervention is 

denied. United States v. Detroit Int’l Bridge Co., 7 F.3d 497, 501 (6th Cir. 1993).   

Thus, to the extent that Doe relies on constitutional claims to support the request for 

intervention as of right, Doe cannot satisfy the second and third elements and thus is not 

entitled to intervene.     

B. Doe’s Title IX interests are adequately represented by Defendants, 
and Doe has conceded as much.  

As mentioned above, Doe raises Title IX interests in support of the pending request 

to intervene as of right. Doe’s Mem. in Support of Mot. to Intervene at 7-8. But when 

analyzing those Title IX interests, Doe cannot satisfy the fourth factor for intervention as of 

right.  

“[T]he applicant for intervention bears the burden of demonstrating inadequate 

representation.” Meyer Goldberg, 717 F.2d at 293. “[T]he presumption of adequacy of 
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representation . . . arises when the proposed intervenor and a party to the suit have the same 

ultimate objective.” Bradley v. Milliken, 828 F.2d 1186, 1192 (6th Cir. 1987). Here, Doe’s 

“ultimate objective” is the same as Defendants’: Doe wants to establish that Title IX’s 

definition of “sex” includes “gender identity” just as Defendants through their recently 

announced rule seek to establish the same. Compare Doe’s Intervention Mot. Ex. 1 at 28 

(seeking “[a] declaration that Third-Party Defendants violated [Doe’s] rights under . . . Title 

IX of the Education Amendments of 1972”), with Dear Colleague Letter on Transgender 

Students (May 13, 2016) (ECF No. 10-3). 

Doe cannot “overcome the presumption of adequate representation.” United States v. 

Michigan, 424 F.3d 438, 443-44 (6th Cir. 2005). And Doe rightly concedes as much, stating 

that “Defendants . . . are more than able to address adequately the question of whether 

Highland’s policy violates Title IX[.]” Doe’s Mem. in Support of Mot. to Intervene at 8. 

Indeed, it would be difficult to conceive of a more powerful advocate on this issue than the 

federal government. Because Doe has conceded that Defendants are “more than able” to 

“adequately” address Doe’s Title IX interests, Doe admittedly fails to satisfy the fourth 

element required for intervention as of right. 

In addition to Doe’s concession, the proposed verified complaint further 

demonstrates that Defendants have vigorously defended Doe’s interests and belies any 

argument that they would not do so here. In December 2013, Doe’s guardian filed a 

complaint with the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights (OCR), alleging 

“that Highland discriminated . . . based on sex” by requiring Doe “to use a separate gender-

neutral bathroom and denying [Doe] access to . . . bathrooms used by . . . female students.” 
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Doe’s Intervention Mot. Ex. 1 at 21, ¶ 72. “[I]n August 2014, OCR amended the complaint to 

include an additional allegation, that school staff members subjected [Doe] to harassment 

and that Highland failed to respond appropriately” to complaints “of harassment by other 

students.” Id. at 21, ¶ 73 (emphasis added). Doe indicates that Defendant Department of 

Education, on its own initiative, added Doe’s harassment allegations to Doe’s OCR 

complaint. The Department then conducted an “investigation,” id. at 22, ¶ 75, and “issued its 

letter of findings” concluding Highland was “in violation of Title IX,” including violations 

based on the added claims, id. at 22, ¶¶ 76, 77. Then, on July 29, 2016, OCR issued its letter 

of impending enforcement action indicating that within 15 calendar days of its letter, “OCR 

can take . . . action” to “either [1] initiate administrative proceedings to suspend, terminate, 

or refuse to grant or continue financial assistance to [Highland] or [2] refer the case to the 

U.S. Department of Justice for judicial proceedings.” Letter of Impending Enforcement 

Action, OCR, Region XV, at 14-15 (July 29, 2016) (Ex. 1). This vigorous advocacy of Doe’s 

interests belies any suggestion that Defendants will not adequately represent Doe’s Title IX 

interests. 

The Sixth Circuit has held that “a movant fails to meet his burden of demonstrating 

inadequate representation when 1) no collusion is shown between the existing party and the 

opposition; 2) the existing party does not have any interests adverse to the intervener; and 3) 

the existing party has not failed in the fulfillment of its duty.” Jordan v. Mich. Conference of 

Teamsters Welfare Fund, 207 F.3d 854, 863 (6th Cir. 2000). Doe fails to demonstrate 

inadequate representation under each of these prongs. First, there is no collusion between 

Highland and Defendants as their positions are clearly adversarial. Second, Doe has not 
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shown that Defendants have any interest that is adverse to Doe’s. Third, Doe has not 

claimed that Defendants have failed in the fulfillment of their duties. Thus, Doe has failed to 

meet the burden that this Circuit requires to prove inadequate representation.    

In fact, Doe’s only argument that Defendants will not adequately represent Doe’s 

interests is based on speculation that Defendants “will presumably not advance” Doe’s 

constitutional claims. Doe’s Mem. in Support of Mot. to Intervene at 8. Because Doe has 

only asserted that Defendants’ representation may be inadequate with regard to Doe’s 

constitutional claims, which are not interests that would be impaired by the current 

proceeding, see supra at 3-5, Doe cannot satisfy the elements for intervention of right.  

Because Doe has conceded that Doe’s Title IX interests will be “more” than 

“adequately” represented by Defendants, see Doe’s Mem. in Support of Mot. to Intervene at 

8, Doe is not entitled to intervention of right based on Doe’s Title IX interests.  

II. This Court should deny permissive intervention.  

“Intervention balances two competing interests—judicial economy resulting from the 

disposition of related issues in a single lawsuit and focused litigation resulting from the need 

to govern the complexity of a single lawsuit.” Jansen v. City of Cincinnati, 904 F.2d 336, 339-40 

(6th Cir. 1990). Here, that balance weighs against intervention. 

A. Doe’s involvement would unduly delay the litigation and prejudice 
Highland’s rights. 

Permissive intervention is improper where it would cause undue delay or prejudice to 

the original parties. Fed. R. Civ. P. 24 (b)(3). Courts often deny permissive intervention due 

to delay and prejudice if allowing intervention would add disputed factual questions and 

prolong or complicate discovery. Michigan, 424 F.3d at 445 (noting that “the [district] court 
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rightly observed that permitting intervention would have prejudiced the original parties” 

where “the proposed intervenors’ answer would complicate the case by requiring the 

adjudication of fact intensive issues”); Kasprzak v. Allstate Ins. Co., No. 12-CV-12140, 2013 

WL 1632542, at *4 (E.D. Mich. Apr. 16, 2013) (unreported) (denying permissive 

intervention where “[t]he parties would suffer the costs of extending discovery along with 

other costs associated with prolonged litigation”). 

Here, Highland’s constitutional and statutory claims present pure questions of law 

that should be decided by this Court without adding the fact-intensive claims that Doe’s 

guardians hope to bring. Highland’s claims are primarily focused on the actions of 

Defendants in promulgating an unlawful agency rule that redefines the term “sex” under 

Title IX to include “gender identity.” These claims are rooted in the Administrative 

Procedure Act, the Spending Clause of the U.S. Constitution, and the language and history 

of Title IX. In contrast, Doe’s legal guardian’s proposed verified complaint places in issue an 

array of hotly contested facts that are ultimately immaterial to deciding whether the term 

“sex” in Title IX includes “gender identity.”    

For example, the proposed complaint presents unsettled medical issues as if they are 

undisputed facts. See Doe’s Intervention Mot. Ex. 1 at 6-7, ¶¶ 15-18 (defining and describing 

gender identity and gender dysphoria); id. at 7-9, ¶¶ 19-21, 24-25 (asserting the course of 

treatment for children with gender dysphoria). A determination of these issues will likely 

involve a battle of the experts, which will increase the time of discovery and the costs of 

litigation for all parties.  
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Further, the proposed complaint places in issue Doe’s medical history. See, e.g., id. at 

10, ¶ 29 (listing various medical and mental health professionals who examined and treated 

Doe); see also id. at 12, ¶ 34 (asserting, among other things, that “Doe suffers from a host of 

physical conditions”). These fact-specific medical allegations will likely necessitate significant 

discovery.  

Also, the proposed complaint makes numerous irresponsible and unfounded 

allegations blaming Doe’s tragic mental health history on Highland’s policy regulating access 

to restrooms. See id. at 13, ¶ 38 (alleging that “after nearly an entire school year of being 

excluded from the bathroom routine . . . the buildup of psychological distress became too 

great . . . [Doe] was hospitalized for suicidal ideation . . .”); see also id. at 14, ¶ 41 (connecting 

Doe’s suicide attempt to “the school’s refusal to permit [Doe] to use the girls’ bathrooms”). 

These allegations will require significant discovery. 

Finally, Doe includes numerous baseless allegations claiming that Highland personnel 

repeatedly turned a blind eye to harassment. See, e.g., id. at 18, ¶ 59 (alleging that Doe “asked 

the assistant principal for help” but that he took no action other than telling “[Doe] to be 

strong and ignore [another student’s comment]”); id. at 18, ¶ 60 (alleging that Superintendent 

Dodds performed only “a cursory ‘investigation’” in response to a complaint from Doe’s 

guardian regarding Principal Winkelfoos.). Since nothing can be further from the truth, given 

that Highland and its personnel deeply care for Doe and Doe’s well-being, Highland will 

need to extensively contest those allegations, thereby prolonging and complicating the case. 

In short, the proposed complaint creates numerous highly contentious issues of fact 

that have nothing to do with the questions of law before this Court. These factual disputes, 
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and the protracted discovery and litigation that will accompany them, weigh heavily against 

granting permissive intervention because they will complicate and unduly delay the litigation 

and prejudice Highland’s rights. See, e.g., Redland Ins. Co. v. Chillingsworth Venture, Ltd., 171 

F.R.D. 206, 208 (N.D. Ohio 1997) (denying permissive intervention where “[a]llowing 

movants to intervene would only serve to complicate and delay this litigation”); cf. Orrand v. 

Hunt Constr. Grp., Inc., No. 13-CV-900, 2014 WL 3895555, at *6 (S.D. Ohio Aug. 8, 2014) 

(granting intervention where proposed intervenor did “not intend to conduct discovery” or 

“seek to introduce new facts or issues” and where “the briefing of any additional issues will 

result in minimal additional time and expense.”).   

B. Highland has no objection to Doe’s participating in this case as amicus 
curiae.  

Doe has already conceded that Defendants are more than able to address Doe’s Title 

IX interests—Doe’s only interests that could possibly be affected by the outcome of this 

lawsuit. That concession weighs against allowing Doe to participate as a party because doing 

so will be needlessly duplicative of Defendants’ advocacy. But should this Court desire to 

allow Doe to present arguments supporting those interests, Highland has no objection to 

Doe’s participating in this case as an amicus curiae. See Stupak-Thrall v. Glickman, 226 F.3d 

467, 472 (6th Cir. 2000) (noting with approval Bradley, 828 F.2d at 1194, and explaining that 

in that case the court affirmed the denial of motions to intervene permissively and as of right 

in part because “the district court has already taken steps to protect the proposed 

intervenors’ interests by inviting [their counsel] to appear as amicus curiae in the case”); Ohio 

v. EPA, 313 F.R.D. 65, 71-72 (S.D. Ohio 2016) (denying intervention where it “would 
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necessarily complicate this case and delay the proceedings,” but noting that the court 

“welcomes, and will consider, amicus briefs submitted” by the proposed intervenors).    

CONCLUSION 

 For the foregoing reasons, Highland respectfully asks that this Court deny the motion 

to intervene. 
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